
Year 11 Spanish revision guide 

Whilst the school is closed, this guide will help you keep your language skills sharp. It will be divided into grammar 

recaps, topic-based vocabulary and exam style questions. 

Grammar 

The present tense 

The present tense is the most commonly used tense and is the foundation to fluency in Spanish. There are a number 

of irregulars. For regular verbs, remove the endings (AR, ER, IR) from the infinitive and replace depending on who the 

subject is.  

Subject AR ER IR 

Yo o o o 

Tú as es es 

Él/Ella a e e 

Nosotros amos emos imos 

Vosotros áis éis ís 

Ellos/Ellas an en en 

 

Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge: https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/36/spanish-present-tense-

forms 

Present tense irregulars 
There are numerous irregulars but here a number of key irregular verbs in the present tense: 

Ir (to go)  Hacer (to do/make)  Ser (to be)  Estar (to be) 

Voy – I go  Hago – I do   Soy – I am  Estoy – I am 

Vas – You go  Haces – You do   Eres – You are  Estás – You are 

Va – He/She goes Hace – He/She does  Es – He/She is  Está – He/She is 

Vamos – We go  Hacemos – We do  Somos – We are Estamos – We are 

Vais – You (pl) go Hacéis – You (pl) do  Sois – You (pl) are Estáis - You (pl) are 

Van – They go  Hacen – They do  Son – They are  Están – They are 

 

Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge: https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/39/spanish-irregular-present-

tense-verbs 

The preterite tense 

The preterite tense is used to describe completed actions in the past. To form the preterite tense for regular verbs, 

simply remove the endings (AR, ER, IR) from the infinitive and replace depending on who the subject is. 

Subject AR ER/IR 

Yo é í 

Tú aste iste 

Él/Ella ó ió  

Nosotros amos imos 

Vosotros asteis isteis 

Ellos/Ellas aron ieron 
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The preterite tense irregulars 
There are a number of irregulars. Below is a table of some of the key irregulars 

Subject Ser (to be) 
 ir (to go) 

Tener (to have) Dar (to give) Ver (to see) Hacer (to 
do/make) 

Yo fui tuve di vi hice 

Tú fuiste tuviste diste viste hiciste 

Él/ella fue tuvo dio vio hizo 

Nosotros fuimos tuvimos dimos vimos hicimos 

Vosotros fuisteis tuvisteis disteis visteis hicisteis 

Ellos/ellas fueron tuvieron dieron vieron hicieron 

Although there are a number of irregulars, there are still patterns that exist throughout the verb paradigms.  

Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge: https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/60/preterite-tense-forms 

The near future tense 

The near or immediate future tense uses the verb “ir” (to go) plus infinitives to describe what is going to happen.  

Use the previously seen present tense conjugation of “ir” + a + the infinitive you’d like to use. 

I Voy I am going 

You Vas You are going 

He/she Va He/She is going 

We Vamos We are going 

You (plural) Vais You (plural) are going 

They Van They are going 

Examples: 

Voy a hacer – I am going to do 

Va a ser – it is going to be 

Vamos a ir – we are going to go  

Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge: https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/47/informal-future-in-spanish 

The imperfect tense 

The imperfect tense is used to describe continuous actions in the past. There are very few irregulars and only 2 sets 

of endings! Simply remove the endings (AR, ER, IR) from the infinitive and replace depending on who the subject is. 

Subject AR ER/IR 

Yo aba ía 

Tú abas ías 

Él/Ella aba ía 

Nosotros ábamos íamos 

Vosotros abais íais 

Ellos/Ellas aban ían 

The imperfect tense irregulars 
The imperfect tense has very few irregular verbs. Below are all the irregular verbs in the imperfect tense. 

Subject Ir (to go) Ser (to be) Ver (to see) 

yo iba era veía 

tú ibas eras veías 

Él/ella iba era veía 

nosotros íbamos éramos veíamos 

vosotros ibais erais veíais 

ellos/ellas iban eran veían 
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Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge: https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/59/imperfect-tense-forms 

The conditional tense 

To form the conditional tense in English, we use the verb “would”. In Spanish, there is a single set of endings added 

to the infinitive.  

 

Subject Conditional Ending 

yo -ía 

tú -ías 

Él/ella -ía 

nosotros -íamos 

vosotros -íais 

Ellos/ellas -ían 

 

Below is a table of what verbs in the conditional look like 

 

Subject Viajar Conocer Escribir 

yo viajaría conocería escribiría 

tú viajarías conocerías escribirías 

él, ella viajaría conocería escribiría 

nosotros viajaríamos conoceríamos escribiríamos 

vosotros viajaríais conoceríais escribiríais 

ellos, ellas viajarían conocerían escribirían 

 

The conditional tense irregulars 

The endings for irregular forms of the conditional tense are exactly the same. However, for some verbs the endings 

don’t apply to the infinitive but to a stem. One of those verbs is tener (to have). Below is a table showing what tener 

looks like in the conditional tense. 

Subject tener (to have) 

yo tendría 

tú tendrías 

él, ella tendría 

nosotros tendríamos 

vosotros tendríais 

ellos, ellas tendrían 

Other Verbs like Tener: 

Infinitive Conditional Stem 

poner pondr- 

valer valdr- 

salir saldr- 

venir vendr- 

Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge of the conditional tense: 

https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/97/conditional-tense 
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The simple future tense 
In English, to form the simple future tense we use the verb “will”. In Spanish, there is a single set of endings added to 

the infinitive.  

Subject Conditional Ending 

yo -é 

tú -ás 

Él/ella -á 

nosotros -emos 

vosotros -éis 

Ellos/ellas -án 

This tense is very similar in structure to the conditional tense and uses the same irregular tenses. 

Subject tener (to have) 

yo Tendré 

tú Tendrás 

él, ella Tendrá 

nosotros Tendremos 

vosotros tendréis 

ellos, ellas tendrán 

Other Verbs like Tener: 

Infinitive Conditional Stem 

poner pondr- 

valer valdr- 

salir saldr- 

venir vendr- 

Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge of the simple future tense: 

https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/94/simple-future-regular-forms-and-tenses 

The perfect tense 

In English, the perfect tense is used to say what has happened. In English and in Spanish we use the past participle. 

Instead of the verb “tener” (to have) in Spanish we use the verb “haber” (to have). 

Haber in the present tense: 

Yo He I have 

Tú Has You have 

Él/Ella Ha He/She has 

Nosotros Hemos We have 

Vosotros Habéis You (pl) have 

Ellos/Ellas Han They have 

Use this with a past participle. To form the past participle, simply simply remove the endings (AR, ER, IR) from the 

infinitive and replace with -ado for AR verbs and -ido for ER and IR verbs. 

Verb Type Infinitive Example Stem Example Past Participle Example 

-ar verb hablar habl- hablado 

-er verbs tener ten- tenido 

-ir verb vivir viv- vivido 

Just like in English, there are a number of irregular past participles (written, put, spoken etc.) 

Infinitive Past Participle English 

abrir abierto open/opened 

decir dicho said 

escribir escrito written 

hacer hecho done/completed 

ver visto seen 
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A full list of irregular past participles can be found here: http://www.spanishdict.com/guide/irregular-spanish-past-

participles 

Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge on the perfect tense: 

https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/35/present-perfect 

 

The present continuous tense 
The present continuous tense in English is used to describe what is happening. We use the present participle (the 

form of the verb ending in -ing). In Spanish we use the present tense form of “estar” (to be) and the present 

participle. 

Yo Estoy I am 

Tú Estás You are 

Él/Ella Está He/She is 

Nosotros Estamos We are 

Vosotros Estáis You (pl) are 

Ellos/Ellas Están They are 

To form the gerundio of regular verbs, most of the time you just drop the infinitive ending (-ar, -er, -ir) and add -

ando to the stem of -ar verbs and -iendo to the stem of -er and -ir verbs. Check out the table below to see how to 

form gerundios. 

Verb Type Infinitive Example Stem Example Gerundio Example 

-ar verb hablar habl- hablando 

-er verb tener ten- teniendo 

-ir verb vivir viv- viviendo 

 

A key note about the term “gerund”: 

Sometimes the -ing form of the verb is known as the gerund. However in Spanish there is a difference: 

 In Spanish, the verb form that ends in -ndo is called the gerundio. It is used in compound verb forms, such 

as Estoy nadando. (I'm swimming.), as well as adverbially, as in Salió corriendo. (literally, He left running.) 

 In English, a gerund is the noun form of a verb, such as swimming in the sentence Swimming is fun. (Es 

divertido nadar.). In Spanish, this form is translated using an infinitive verb, such as nadar. 

 The term used for the -ing form used in compound verbs in English is the present participle. 

Use this link to a quiz to test your knowledge on the present continuous/progressive tense: 

https://www.spanishdict.com/quizzes/77/spanish-present-progressive-forms 
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